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As a philosophical concept, beauty refers
to anything that brings a sense of liking,
attraction and awe to the viewer. For
people, there is outer beauty and inner
beauty. Inner beauty means that a person
is good, nice, gentle, compassionate and
loving. Outer beauty within people is
simple to me. You look at someone. They
not only have the grace of youth such that
they look healthy and wholesome but they
have a fresh vitality about them, kind of
like a spring in their step. Thats the
universal version of beauty but beauty is
also in the eyes of the beholder. We
perceive people as beautiful who are like us
even if others dont think theyre beautiful. I
have a friend who is kind of a nerdy
druggie who likes to get high. He met a
nerdy recreational drug user like himself
and fell in love with her but shes not my
idea of a beautiful woman. We have a
spontaneous, intuitive judgment standard
within ourselves. We look at somebody. If
we think theyre beautiful, something goes
deep into our souls and sends a lightning
bolt through our senses. It happened to me
when I was younger a number of times.
Now that Im old and cynical, it rarely
happens that I see someone and think
theyre a beautiful specimen of humanity
because I think everybody is corrupt and
brainwashed by the frivolous junk of the
world as opposed to trying to be what they
feel inside. The search for eternal youth is
the search for eternal beauty. The Picture
of Dorian Grey by Oscar Wilde is about the
joke of being alive as a human being. No
matter how beautiful, vibrant and young
you are, you will get old, ugly, wrinkled,
tired and maybe fat. Its the same as
Solomon lamenting on old age in
Ecclesiastes. We live in a society where I
see infomercials selling creams at crazy
prices touting them as anti-aging formulas.
All creams are the same. There is no
magic formula for youth. Theyre trying to
make people bionic so they can live longer
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with nanotechnology and prosthetics. The
only way to keep the outer look vibrant is
to exercise and eat healthy foods but there
are limits to the body. Your body will age.
You can keep the beauty in your soul if
you dont let the world harden you but most
people end up seeing so much hate and evil
that they harden to the simple beauty of
life. All I ask of living is that it doesnt
change the simple, innocent, curious kid I
was, open to life. Western society is
hooked on artificially enhancing natural
facial and body beauty which is fair game.
It all goes back to the fallen angels in the
Book of Enoch. One of them taught the
human race about enhancing the facial look
with make-up and jewelry. How much is
good before it becomes vanity? There is
the self-respect of taking care of yourself to
be healthy and wholesome but beyond that,
everything is pretense. You are who you
are and thats it. Wise people look at
someone and see their essence. Make-up,
clothes and jewelry dont change it. Wise
people know when someone is going heavy
on the fashion and cosmetics. I look at
someone and try to see their life imprint on
their face, body and soul. If theres too
much external stuff there, I see right
through it. Its so obvious. If someone is
trying too hard to be beautiful, even if
theyre aging, it defeats the purpose because
true beauty is natural. If youre aging,
accept who you are. Thats the way you
were created to be. The strong dark male
gorilla becomes a silverback, is eventually
dethroned and walks off, the fallen
champion.
It happens to everyone. I
know women who were beautiful as young
ladies now I cant even recognize them. Ive
seen several on facebook. If you color
your hair, it makes you look like a vain
jerk. It takes something away from you
being you. People see an element of
phoniness to you. If youre off-center and
out of harmony, cosmetics, cosmetic
surgery, expensive clothes or purses wont
help you. You either have beauty or you
dont. Yo
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